School Funding: This Is How We Do It
Posted by Michael Sanderson on May 22, 2019
The Kirwan Commission is taking one more year to finish formulas. There’s a lot at stake. Here, we start a
review of how things work today, setting up an ongoing analysis of the issues the Commission will be
dealing with in 2019, preparing its final proposals.
The Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education will continue its work into 2019, eyeing a 2020
introduction of its final recommendations. The general ambitions of the Commission have been reported.
But, the means to get there – formula changes affecting county-by-county distributions and the overall
state/county funding responsibilities – remain unsolved.
In its January 2019 Interim Report, the Commission laid out its plans for 2019:
Due to the extensive time devoted to finalizing policy recommendations and the complexities of the cost
estimating process, as well as correspondence from the General Assembly’s Presiding Officers indicating it
would be very difficult for the Legislature to consider both policy recommendations and funding formulas
in the 2019 legislative session, the Commission’s charge will be extended in order to complete its work in
2019. The Commission will resume its work after the 2019 legislative session and task a small group to
work over the summer to review and develop formula recommendations to distribute the costs of
implementing the policy recommendations between the State and local governments. These
recommendations will be considered by the full Commission in fall 2019.
Conduit Street remains committed to serving the county community and other stakeholders, and will
publish some analysis of school funding issues as they sit before this “work group.” To be fair, the deepest
analysis of these issues is embedded within the materials from the Commission meetings themselves – the
legislative and Department of Education staff guiding that process, along with outside experts, have
assembled an impressive tableau of information to help inform the Commission’s work.
In this article, we lay the groundwork by encapsulating the current system of state school funding: how
each system receives state funds today. We will heavily rely on material from a DLS presentation from
October 2018 to help illustrate the facets of our current system. You may visit the General Assembly
website to watch and hear the full Commission meeting from that day for a deeper walk-through of these
issues.
Maryland’s current funding system is largely driven by the Thornton Commission, which issued wideranging recommendations in 2001, driving 2002 legislation. The DLS report reviews this history – here, we
will focus just on “how it works today.” The two main components of school funding being centrally
debated by the Commission are generally known as Foundation and Targeted funding.
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This is the year-end summary written after the 2019 legislative session… the latest set of numbers
available. With the Governor’s agreement to fund the FY 2020 funds, the footnotes offering caveats about
some funding have been rendered moot.

Foundation Program

This is the workhorse program. Developed through a combination of “successful schools” and
“professional judgment” models (more thoroughly discussed by DLS in its report) the result is an overall
amount of funding per pupil, generally associated with the funding level required to offer a successful
school.
This figure is then “wealth-adjusted” to develop a state share of these funds for each public school
student. (The wealth formulas, where they come from and how they work, will be the subject of a future
analysis here) Based on each jurisdiction’s conceptual “ability to pay,” the state contributes a certain share
of these foundation costs to each school system – with a statewide split of essentially 50/50 state/county.
On the summary table above, the Foundation Program represents about $3.1 billion in state funds for the
coming year’s budget, just about half the entire school funding total.

Targeted Funding

Taken together, these three separate (but conceptually similar) funding formulas represent the other
major tier of state funds.
In essence, Maryland recognizes that certain classes of students drive real costs beyond the basics
incorporated into the foundation formula. Students with special needs, students from economic
disadvantage, and students with limited English proficiency all represent an additional funding modifier to
drive needed resources to those systems. In essence, a special education student triggers additional
expected funding of 74% of the foundation amount for other students.
These funds are then, just like the foundation funds, adjusted based on local wealth, and the state share is
calculated and distributed to the school systems for each county.
Taken together, these three components represent about $1.9 billion in the coming year’s state budget,
the second largest driver of state funding to school systems. The Commission has spent extensive time
and energy assessing and considering these additional categorical funds, and is making its most
substantial recommendations in those fields.
In addition, the targeted populations driving this additional level of funds has been growing, relative to the
statewide school enrollment – making these components even more central to the state’s school funding
approach than at the time of the Thornton Commission’s research.

Summary
The state relies on a foundation funding amount per student as the centerpiece of its school funding
approach. Certain classes of students add to this amount, based on their own selected weights, to reflect
funding realities for those education needs. The resulting funding level is then implicitly apportioned
between the state and each county based on each county’s relative wealth, to promote overall funding
equity.
In subsequent analyses, Conduit Street will look more closely at the components of this system that are
most closely under review: the wealth calculation, the effects of concentrated poverty on education costs,
the needs for special education services, and other matters relevant in the year-by-year funding
calculations.

School Funding, Part 2: Money Changes Everything (The Wealth Formula)
Posted by Michael Sanderson on May 30, 2019
An important element in Maryland’s school funding formula is determining county “wealth.” Here, we
review how that’s currently done, and what changes could be in store as the State considers farreaching formula changes.
This article is number two in a series on Conduit Street, featuring elements of Maryland’s current school
funding debate. For more general information on school funding formulas today, see “School Funding: This
is How We Do It” from 22 May 2019.
The basics of Maryland’s funding formulas are, in essence:
determine a funding amount needed to offer a successful
school;
•

assess the county’s ability to pay toward that via local
wealth; and
•

•

back out the state share toward those costs

Then, the determination of “county wealth” is central to
determining the state funding levels for schools in each
jurisdiction.

Why Does Maryland Wealth-Equalize?
Maryland is like most states in using wealth-adjustment as a means to promote funding equity. Overall,
the policy goal is to ensure that all students receive appropriate school funding, regardless of the local
“ability to pay” of their county tax bases. So, the state role reduces funding disparities.
In addition to serving a noble purpose, this funding mechanism has been judged as an essential role for
state that, like Maryland, guarantee public education as a state constitutional right. In Maryland’s
constitution, the key phrase is:
Maryland Constitution, Article VIII, Education
Section 1. The General Assembly, at its First Session after the adoption of this
Constitution, shall by Law establish throughout the State a thorough and efficient
System of Free Public Schools; and shall provide by taxation, or otherwise, for their
maintenance.
Maryland has, in the past, been sued over its effort to promote “equity” in school funding — on the
grounds that the state was not doing enough to provide the “thorough and efficient” education enshrined
in the Constitution. Numerous other states have been similarly sued, and in some cases have had massive
judicial-enforced revisions of school funding approaches.

School funding equity is an essential goal, and wealth-adjusted formulas are the principal means to effect
it.
The Kirwan Commission, So Far
Right now, issues with the wealth formulas are “on hold.” They are wrapped up in the formula changes,
which were separated from the 2019 policy-focused legislation, and carved out for further deliberation
this year.
However, we can dial back to the brief presentation the Commission heard in October of 2018. For a
portion of the back half of one day of their two-year-plus efforts, the Commission heard a staff review of
current funding formulas and how they work. (See Conduit Street‘s full coverage from that time)
So, here are the absolute basics, for the last two fiscal years:

The state uses two factors to determine each county’s “wealth” – a blended value of the county’s
property assessments, and the total net taxable income for county residents.
Details on the property tax blending are visible in this DLS exhibit. For practical purposes, it reasonably
represents the value of property available to be taxed – with the arguable exception that property
assessed but excluded from taxation (owned by tax-exempt institutions, or subject to special conditions

such as tax increment financing) creates a skew in these figures – making jurisdictions with such property
appear more wealthy than it is in actual practice.
Notice that the relevant figures are per-pupil, so they are already scaled to the size of the county, or at
least its public school population.
Why Revisit the Wealth Formula?
However – the specifics of the current wealth formula have come under scrutiny. A longstanding concern
has been that the combination of property and income tax bases represents some jurisdictions unfairly –
especially those where there is a wide disparity between the relative wealth bases.
Consider Garrett County. In the table shown above, Garrett rates as the 19th most wealthy county in
terms of taxable income. This is no surprise, the cost of living is lower in more rural parts of the state, and
there is a lower density of large employers, high technology, and other high-paying jobs in the
Appalachian region than, say, the metropolitan center of Maryland.
However, Garrett is home to Deep Creek Lake,
and a substantial share of vacation-related real
estate and leisure properties. Many of these are
not principal residences, but they do contribute
to the county’s property tax base – raising it to
the 4th highest in the state. This, despite the fact
that the median home value in the county is a
mere $165,200, according to the online real
estate site Zillow.
Officials from jurisdictions like Garrett County
routinely argue that measuring “ability to pay”
based on static value of property, rather than
transactional income, overstates the practical
capacity of the jurisdiction and its residents to
support public services.
apologies to Ms. Lauper for the article title…
Further, there’s an intuitive argument that the cost of providing education – especially employee salaries
– is far more closely connected to the local income level than to the property tax base potentially altered
by non-residential property. (For Garrett, it’s the $165,000 home that matters for hiring a teacher, not the
vacation chalet on the lake)
This argument carried weight, and has driven some analytical work in advance of the Kirwan Commission’s
formation.

Policy Recommendation, Take One – APA (Consultants)
The first attempt to pursue a change in the wealth formula came through a process even earlier than the
beginning of the Kirwan Commission. The “Study of Adequacy of Funding for Education in the State Of
Maryland” was created to pursue long-term recommendations from the Thornton Commission of 2001,
and was widely seen as engaging in the preliminary work leading up to the Kirwan Commission.
The state-hired consultants, Augenblick Palaich, and Associates (see their MD Proposal) were retained to
lead the quantitative assessment of Maryland’s current funding adequacy. Along the way, they
coordinated with a set of stakeholders (including MACo) with various presentations – each of which are
available on the Adequacy Study website.
Following that thorough process, APA issued a final report featuring a wide range of policy
recommendations – including one to dramatically alter the wealth formula. The APA proposal was to
change the current “additive” wealth formula to a “multiplicative” one – where each jurisdiction’s income
and property base, per pupil, would be normalized into an index, and then multiplied together to create a
composite wealth factor.
By mathematical necessity, shifting to a two-part multiplicative factor means:
•

the two factors, property and income, would be weighted as equally important; and

•

jurisdictions farthest from the mean in both tax bases would have that difference exaggerated by
the formula

To take a simple calculation… a jurisdiction with 20% more of both property and income wealth per
student would currently receive an indexed wealth of 1.20 x the state average. If multiplies, that number
would elevate to 1.20 x 1.20 = 1.44x, meaning that jurisdiction would receive dramatically reduced state
funding. The reverse example would boost state funding to lowest-wealth jurisdictions.
Our take here at Conduit Street: the multiplicative proposal seems to have lost steam. None of the
discussion about it since its initial publication has been particularly favorable – it seems unlikely to get
incorporated into any final proposal.
Policy Recommendation, Take-Two – DLS (Maryland Legislative Staff)
The policy recommendations from APA, including the discussion of the wealth formula mentioned above,
were largely shelved during the first year or more of the Kirwan Commission. The Commission directed its
energy and time on other school funding matters, and left formula changes until far later in their
discussions – and matters lie the wealth calculation were taken up only in the fall of 2018.
During that presentation, a general review of current formulas and policy considerations was presented,
but not deeply debated by Commission members. However, the Department of Legislative Services
staff did prepare and suggest a modification to the current wealth formula: recalibrate the relative
weights of property and income to more closely reflect the actual statewide use of those two revenue
sources in supporting county budgets:

The DLS analysis continued, with a clearer illustration of how this would alter distributions, county-bycounty, using FY 2019 figures:

So – Garrett is (unsurprisingly) among the counties who would benefit from this revised calculation- as
noted earlier, their property base is far higher than their income base, and this realignment would lessen
the weight of the property tax base.

However- for the vast majority of counties, this modest shift from weighing the property base at about
65% to 60% is a trifling change of less than 1% in total. Even Worcester and Talbot Counties, frequently
cited as aberrations for the wealth formula, do not see a dramatic compensation for their perceived
imbalance in tax bases.
If the DLS recommendation represents the likely tenor of the considerations for the Kirwan Commission
workgroup… most counties are advised that alterations in the wealth formula are unlikely to salve over
grievances with the share of funding provided by the State. Only a very dramatic shift in the wealth
formula – say, to a fully income-based model – would present dramatic changes for many jurisdictions
(creating material “winners and losers” among counties).

School Funding, Part 3: She Works Hard For The Money (Cost of Education)
Posted by Michael Sanderson, June 13, 2019
Funding schools may not work as one-size-fits all. Maryland currently uses separate, targeted funding to
recognize the “cost of education” for different regions. Consultants recommended broad changes to this
approach. Maryland’s next steps are not very clear.
This article is number three in a series on Conduit Street, featuring elements of Maryland’s current school
funding debate. For more general information on school funding formulas today, see “School Funding: This
is How We Do It” from 22 May 2019, and for more information on the county wealth formula, see “Money
Changes Everything (The Wealth Formula)” from May 30.
Maryland school funding rests on a foundation funding formula – a certain amount of per-pupil funds
needed for successful schools, with a modifier for special classes of students.
However – this model, as far as it goes, implicitly suggests that the cost of delivering a quality of education
is a constant in all parts of the state. Economic data, however, contradicts this – most obviously in labor
markets. If the required wage to hire a quality, experienced classroom teacher varies from place to place
within the state, how should school funding address this?
Maryland’s Current System – the GCEI
Since 2002 and the passage of legislation formulated by the Thornton Commission, Maryland has used a
system known locally as the Geographic Cost of Education Index (or GCEI) as a tool to recognize disparate
costs of providing educational services. This simple summary from the Maryland State Education
Association offers the basics:
Geographic Cost of Education Index (GCEI): Since the cost of education is different across the state, the
state provides additional funding through the GCEI to make up the difference for counties where delivering
education is more expensive. Using an index that values each jurisdiction’s cost of education, the GCEI
formula multiplies the per pupil foundation amount for each county by the county’s predetermined
adjustment factor. Thanks to the work of the General Assembly in the 2015 legislative session, GCEI is now
mandatory funding.

In short, the GCEI uses multiple factors to determine not only the cost of living, but also the cost of
education, in each county. Here’s a more thorough summary from the APA consultants hired by the State
of Maryland for its Adequacy Study.

The essential defining element of Maryland’s GCEI is that it is a one-direction add-on funding grant. In
essence, this means:
•

High cost counties receive a calculated amount of extra state-only funding to help account for the
cost differential;

•

Low or average cost counties receive no adjustment (i.e. no reduction in funds);

•

These costs are treated separately, and funded as a separate category, rather then embedded into
the main formulas.

In the FY 2020 budget, the GCEI was funded (by formula) at $145 million – representing only about 2.3% of
state direct education support. It’s meaningful funding to the affected jurisdictions, but it’s a relatively
small share of overall school funding.
Proposals To Change, Take 1
The Adequacy Study included an evaluation of each component of the current Maryland funding model,
with consultant recommendations issued after their assessments. APA offered their view on how the
localized cost of education should be better incorporated into the county-by-county funding models. From
a component report (in advance of the final recommendations) comes this discussion:
Recommendations
Given the discussion and analysis outlined in previous sections, the study team has three specific
recommendations for modifying and updating the GCEI.
1.The current wage indices within the GCEI should be replaced with indices estimated using comparable
wage methodology.
2.The ECI and the other expenditures (which do not vary significantly) should be removed so that the GCEI
cleanly isolates the wage costs associated with geographic location. The wage costs could still consist of a
combination of professional and non-professional wages, weighted for budget shares.
3.The GCEI should not be truncated, and should also be integrated into the base foundation formula rather
than treated as a separate add-on program.
In short, APA’s view was: Maryland is thinking too small. An extra, relatively small, layer of funding to
select jurisdictions is an insufficient way to reflect true cost variability. Rather, they preferred an approach
that would use and adjustment factor (based on local wages – a topic discussed very thoroughly in that
linked document) to multiply through every component of the entire funding scheme.
In the final December 2016 consultant report (incorporating the many facets of school funding together,
and detailing only the collective effect of them when taken as a bundled package), here’s what APA shared
about regional cost adjustments:
Note: the term CWI is a comparable wage index, a measure of employee wages from non-education jobs in
each area of the state
As a result, the study team is recommending using the CWI figure to adjust for regional cost differences.
The study team recommends all formula funds be adjusted by the CWI, which is a further change from the
current funding system. Currently, only foundation funding is adjusted by the GCEI. However, regional
differences in costs impact all program areas, not only programs supported by foundation funding.
Additionally, the study team also recommends that adjustments be made for districts with CWI figures
above and below the statewide average. Currently, adjustments are made only for those districts with GCEI
figures above the state average, providing for additional funding for districts in regions with higher than
average costs. By not applying GCEI figures below the state average, funding for districts in lower cost
regions is not reduced, resulting in a financial advantage for these districts in the competition for
attracting and retaining qualify staff. Finally, the study team recommends that the CWI adjustment be

applied prior to determining the state and local shares. Currently, the GCEI adjustment is made after the
local share has been calculated and the entire cost of the GCEI adjustment is included in state foundation
aid. However, under this recommendation the full range of the CWI will be applied (both above and below
the state average), therefore local jurisdictions should share in any savings as well as extra costs resulting
from the application of the CWI.
APA suggested a far, far broader incorporation of local costs (especially labor costs) in determining target
funding levels for each jurisdiction.
The Kirwan Commission – No Signs
We owe our article title to Donna Summer, she worked
hard for the money, and so do Maryland’s educators –
but reflecting that in funding formulas is tricky
During its extended time spent evaluating educational
funding and programs, the Kirwan Commission has not
delved into the regional cost of education. Not even any
staff reports have presented this topic in sufficient detail
to glean a potential direction or preferene from the
group. Unlike the wealth formula, the latest thinking on
this remains a nearly complete unknown as formula work
has been relegated to a special working group.
Multiple Goals, Conflicting Outcomes
Among the criticisms inherent in a very broad use of any
education cost index i that it may serve to frustrate the
policy goals of funding equity. See our last article, “Money
Changes Everything (The Wealth Formula)” for more
context on funding equity goals.
Overall, Maryland strives to promote equitable and adequate funding in each school system. If there is a
correlation between the costs of education (as discussed in this section, or as measured by area wage
levels) and the tax base (measured by some combination of property assessments and residents’ taxable
income) — then using a multiplier will necessarily counteract some, or much, of the wealth-equalization
efforts sought by the state’s workhorse formula approach.
While the consultant report does not isolate these effects in any digestible presentation (and did not
provide any such detailed information to stakeholders even upon request), the aggregate effects of their
recommendations were startling in many ways. Their total effect is shown here:

The overall effect of these cost estimates (admittedly incorporating far more than just the cost of
education changes were dramatic. Proposals of massive swings in funding to various school districts…
some massive winners, some massive losers. The shift between state and county responsibility in many
cases dramatic and transformational.
Projecting Next Steps
The funding work group has several months ahead to develop its recommendations on funding formulas.
Presumably, the current GCEI, potential changes to the way local employee costs or other components
will be considered in that debate.
But counties and other stakeholders have little certainty where this debate might land. The Kirwan
Commission’s scant attention to the matter, and the limited (at best) response to the consultant
recommendations from 2016 have left this element highly undefined.

